Johann-Wolfgang-Goethe University These processes range from nonspecific instrumental Frankfurt a.M. components such as attention, working memory, lanGermany guage, and visuospatial processes to the specific operations mediating exact or approximate calculation. It is virtually impossible to construe control tasks that match Summary the precise demands imposed on instrumental cognitive processes but do not rely on numbers or magnitude The triple-code theory of numerical processing postuinformation. In terms of neural activity, these instrumenlates an abstract-semantic "number sense." Neurotal processes form a powerful confound, and accordpsychology points to intraparietal cortex as a potential ingly, recent work has confirmed that the cortical netsubstrate, but previous functional neuroimaging studworks activated by nonarithmetic operations performed ies did not dissociate the representation of numerical on numbers or even letters are comparably strong as magnitude from task-driven effects on intraparietal and barely distinguishable from those underlying true activation. In an event-related fMRI study, we precalculation (Gruber et al., 2001). sented numbers, letters, and colors in the visual and One way around this problem would be if, by virtue of auditory modality, asking subjects to respond to target overlearned associative coupling, the mere presentation items within each category. In the absence of explicit of numbers were sufficient to implicitly activate the remagnitude processing, numbers compared with letlated supramodal abstract number representation even ters and colors across modalities activated a bilateral when this is not essential for the task actually performed region in the horizontal intraparietal sulcus. This stimwith the numbers. Some behavioral evidence seems to ulus-driven number-specific intraparietal response support the notion of an automatic and thus task-indesupports the idea of a supramodal number representapendent activation of the magnitude code: the so-called tion that is automatically accessed by presentation of SNARC effect (Dehaene et al., 1993), or the numerical numbers and may code magnitude information. distance effect that occurs even when numbers only have to be judged as same or different (Dehaene and Introduction Akhavein, 1995). If, as suggested by others (Dehaene and Cohen, 1995), a region of intraparietal cortex underIf somebody showed us a "5" or said the word "five" lies this abstract "number sense," then it should respond we would have no problem copying that Arabic numeral to numbers even when the task itself does not explicitly on a piece of paper or repeating that number. A person require processing of numerical magnitude. Since imnot familiar with the numerical meaning of digits or numplicit activation of a representation will not be as strong ber words could also perform these two tasks but would as explicit recruitment by task demands, we based our fail completely when asked whether these items are experimental identification of an abstract number reprelarger or smaller than "9"/"nine," a question we barely sentation on the fact that it should be supramodal. In have to think about. This obvious dissociation in levels other words, we sought a putative neural substrate of of meaning that Arabic numerals or number words can this quantity code by eliciting number-related activahave is reflected in cognitive models of number repretions both in the visual and the auditory modality and sentation. The "triple-code theory" by Dehaene, for inthen focused on determining the overlap of these modstance, assumes that there are modality-specific symality-related responses. bolic codes in the visual Arabic and auditory verbal We tested this theoretical approach in a rapid eventdomain but that there is also a supramodal abstract related functional neuroimaging experiment (see Experi-"number sense" that conveys semantic, i.e., magnitude, mental Procedures) in which we presented single digits information and contributes to mathematical perforin the visual modality (VN) and corresponding verbal mance (Dehaene, 1992). numerals in the auditory modality (AN). We included It is tempting to assume that these different codes additional conditions that we expected to provide a tight are implemented in distinct neuroanatomical structures control within the modality-specific representations, (Dehaene and Cohen, 1995) and that functional neuroideally canceling out responses reflecting the visual Araimaging might reveal their anatomical substrate. Howbic and auditory verbal representations (Figure 1) . Interever, there is a fundamental problem when addressing leaved with numbers, we hence also showed sizethis issue experimentally: tapping with certainty into an matched single uppercase letters and color fields and abstract number representation requires that numbers presented spoken color words and letters. The reasonbe processed in a way that explicitly accesses magniing was that visual letters (VL) provide a good match for tude information, as for instance, in size comparison or the visual properties of Arabic digits, including familiarity with these visual items, and that color words (AC) are equivalent and highly familiar semantic items that also
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In a second step, we analyzed the responses to numbers compared to letters and colors across both modalities [N Ͼ (L and C)] and found significant bilateral activarefer to a scale, although only at the nominal level that tions deep in the horizontal intraparietal sulcus (p Ͻ does not imply magnitude. Visual colors (VC) and audi-0.001, uncorrected, Figure 2 , Table 2 ). This finding was tory letters (AL) were included in this factorial design as in accord with our central hypothesis and held when we lower level control conditions within each modality, all applied a series of superimposed inclusive masks (each items being presented in a randomized fashion across at p Ͻ 0.05, uncorrected) that let only those activations both modalities.
survive that were found in each of the four single contrasts related to numbers within the two modalities (VN Ͼ Results VL, VN Ͼ VC, AN Ͼ AL, AN Ͼ AC). Hence, the intraparietal activations in the test for supramodal number responses During functional imaging, subjects looked at and liswere neither driven by a single modality nor by the type tened to a sequence of stimulus items randomly interof control condition against which they were contrasted leaved across modalities and categories (see Experi-(see also contrasts N Ͼ L and N Ͼ C in Table 2 ). This mental Procedures). They were instructed to report the interpretation was further supported by the significant occurrence of target items (one per category, i.e., numresult of the conjunction between VN Ͼ VL and AN Ͼ bers, letters, and colors) that were identical across both AC (p Ͻ 0.001, uncorrected) that confirmed that the modalities (auditory and visual, e.g., as in Figure 1) . bilateral intraparietal activations were common to both This paradigm does not require the magnitude code modalities and specific to numbers. In a further step, and prevents attention or expectancy from being biased we performed random-effect analyses over the nine toward any given stimulus category or modality, thus subjects for the comparisons mentioned above and removing effects of attentional set. again found significant results in the same intraparietal While the behavioral responses to target items served region with similarly located response maxima as in the to obtain performance data from the experiment (see fixed-effect results (Tables 1 and 2 ). This confirms that below), the neural responses were determined for the our findings in the first-level group analysis were not nontarget items, where no overt response occurred, and driven by the activations of only a few individuals but then tested for condition-related effects. Accordingly, in were consistent across subjects. the analysis of the functional imaging data, we modeled The bilateral horizontal intraparietal sulcus was the only region reliably activated across the different aforeseparately both target and nontarget conditions but only mentioned contrasts and analysis types testing for suthe case, but the use of group averaging and spatially normalized stereotactical coordinates may blur fine spapramodal responses to numbers. In some but not all of these tests, additional effects were observed in frontal tial detail and thus compromise comparability. We therefore addressed this question within single subjects and cortical regions (premotor, operculum) at an uncorrected significance threshold of p Ͻ 0.001. As we had performed additional experiments in three of the individuals studied previously. We used a covert subtraction no prior hypothesis for activations in these regions and as these findings were inconsistent across tests and did task that was contrasted with covert naming of the next number in the number line (see Experimental Procenot survive correction for multiple comparisons, we did not retain them as meaningful.
dures for details). While subtraction is generally considered to strongly rely on access to the numerical magniThe question remained whether the responses to numbers in our experiment occurred in the same part tude code, the control task can be expected to activate this code to a far lesser degree. This is in line with of intraparietal cortex as in tasks where quantities are explicitly processed. Findings from several neuroimagexamples from the literature of patients who, despite impaired understanding of abstract number meaning, ing studies with mathematical tasks suggest that this is are able to name and write numbers and retrieve arithThe only difference was that we obtained responses for targets as well as for nontargets. In addition to the efmetic facts from memory (Dehaene et al., 1998) .
Results from the comparison of subtraction with the fects of category and modality, we assessed "distance" of the nontarget stimuli from the target as a further factor control task are shown in Figure 3A (pooled data from the three subjects). The distributed response pattern of interest (see Experimental Procedures for details). Interestingly, there were no further significant main efoverlapped bilaterally in a discrete region of intraparietal cortex ( Figure 3B ). This confirms that the number-related fects and interactions. In other words, these data indicate no systematic difference between conditions in the activations from our main experiment, which were obtained with a task that does not rely on explicit magnidifficulty of rejecting nontarget items. Furthermore, they demonstrate that, in our paradigm, the appearance of tude judgment, are colocalized with activations during explicit numerical magnitude processing, as in suba distance effect is not restricted to numbers but also occurs with letters and colors, which underlines that our traction.
A remaining concern in the interpretation of our main experimental conditions were well matched. Accordingly, the intraparietal activations we found in response imaging experiment might be that task difficulty was not matched across conditions. We obtained behavioral to numbers cannot be accounted for by a distance effect, a common feature across all categories, but only responses only for the target items but not the nontargets that served to define condition related neural reby stimulus category. Since it is only in the case of numbers that distance between items corresponds to sponses. Analyzing the behavioral data ( Figure 4A ) in a multifactorial repeated measures ANOVA, we found a numerical magnitude, this underlines the specificity of our imaging results for numbers. main effect of modality with about 150 ms longer reaction times for auditory than visual presentation [F(1,8) ϭ 61.6, p Ͻ 0.0001] but no further significant main effects Discussion or interactions for reaction times or performance that might point to differences in neuronal cost for the critical The key finding of our study was a focal bilateral activation in the intraparietal sulcus when we compared nonarcomparisons (VN Ͼ VL, AN Ͼ AC). Nonetheless, the neural respones to nontargets could be influenced by ithmetical processing of numbers with that of letters and colors in a target-detection task across the visual and task difficulty if rejecting nontargets was more difficult for numbers than the other conditions. As mentioned in auditory modality. Further experiments confirmed that this region, but not this region alone, was also activated the Introduction, a numerical distance effect occurs even when numbers are processed in nonnumerical conwhen mathematical operations were performed on numbers. In the absence of alternative interpretations, as texts (Dehaene and Akhavein, 1995). In a same-different judgement, for instance, reaction times for the differentfor instance, category-related differences in task difficulty, we propose that these intraparietal responses to decision will be longer for numbers that are numerically close to the reference item than for those that are far. numbers reflect access to an abstract supramodal representation of numbers. In other words, one finds it more difficult to state that "6" is different from "5" than to state that "9" is different.
The location found here is in very good accordance with previous assumptions on the representation of the To address this potential confound, we performed an independent behavioral experiment in ten further subabstract "number sense" in the human brain (Dehaene et al., 1998). An essential implication of parietal areas jects with the same paradigm as in our main experiment.
ent to the priming paradigm (shorter reaction times for repeated numbers) or the comparison task (shorter reaction times for numerically far numbers).
Here, we provide the necessary complementary evidence for a supramodal representation of numbers, by showing a merely implicit stimulus-driven intraparietal activation in the absence of a task recruiting numerical meaning. During control conditions, the identical task was performed on letters and colors. An independent behavioral study proved these controls to be very well matched in terms of task difficulty, as expressed by the behavioral responses, to the point that we observed distance effects in a similar way across categories and modalities. Nonnumerical distance effects have also been found by others (Taylor et al., 1984) and presumably reflect the fact that, just as numbers are embedded in the number line, letters hold positions in the alphabet and colors in the chromatic spectrum. This allows concluding that the intraparietal response does not generically reflect the representation of categories in which items can be arranged in an orderly way, as in the number line, but also the alphabet and the color spectrum. Instead, our finding must be specific for numbers, the category where this layout corresponds to numerical magnitude. whether it is being actively processed in the context of In more detail, a recent study using a priming paraa task. Together, the data presented reflect the topdigm (Naccache and Dehaene, 2001) observed less indown (explicit calculation) and bottom-up mechanisms traparietal activation when numbers of identical versus (implicit recruitment during sensory target detection) for different magnitude were repeated, irrespective of numevoking the "magnitude code," and the overlap of these ber notation (verbal versus Arabic). Another study found two approaches in a circumscript cortical region provides intraparietal activation during number comparison to be strong evidence in favor of this theoretical concept. modulated by numeric distance, again independent of But why should an abstract "number sense" be imple- 
Image Processing and Data Analysis Experimental Procedures
Imaging data were analyzed using statistical parametric mapping software (SPM99, www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). The data set acquired Subjects and Imaging Procedure for the main experiment consisted of 655 image volumes, and for Nine healthy young volunteers (four men and five women, mean age 27.9 Ϯ 2.1 years) with normal or corrected vision participated in the the additional MR experiment, of 483 image volumes per subject.
